VENDORS WITH W-9 ON FILE WITH MSU CENTRAL ACCOUNTING

ACP ENTERTAINMENT (MINIATURE GOLF COURSE RENTAL)
AIRBORNE BouncERS
ALLEN AUDIO SYSTEMS
AN AFFAIR TO REMEMBER
ART UNLIMITED
ATKINS EVENT PRODUCTIONS
BRANDY WIDNER (MASSAGE)
BRD PRINTING
BRYANT DIGITAL
BSA EVENTS & ENTERTAINMENT LLC (CASINO NIGHT SET UP AND SERVICES)
BUFFALO WILD WINGS (WINGS FOUR INC)
CAPITAL AREA HUMANE SOCIETY
CITY OF EAST LANSING
CLADDAGH IRISH PUB
COLLEGE ENTERTAINMENT
COLUMBIA EAST LANSING HOTEL (EL MARRIOTT DOWNTOWN)
CREATIVE WELLNESS
CRITERION PICTURES
CURT STONEHAM (MASSAGE SERVICES)
DARKHORSE SIGN AND DESIGN
DARWISH GROUP (ARTIST ENTERTAINMENT)
DAWN BOTKE-COE (TAROT CARD READER)
DIVAS DIVINE TOUCH
DUBLIN SQUARE IRISH PUB
EASTSIDE MARKETPLACE (FOOD)
ELITE AGENCY GROUP LLC
ERIC BRICKER (MASSAGE)
FANTASEE LIGHTING (CONCERT LIGHTING SERVICES)
FINALLY FAMOUS ENTERTAINMENT
GEE KAY (REFLEXOLOGY)
GKID ENTERTAINMENT
GRAND RIVER CATERING CO (CONRADS II LLC)
GREAT LAKES BOUNCE
HARBRINEL INC (HARPERS RESTAURANT)
JAMMIN DJS LLC –JEROME JODLOSKI
JASON BLUFORD –BLU AND BLACK (DJ SERVICES)
JETS INTERNATIONAL
JIMMY JOHNS
KMS INTERCULTURAL CONSULTING (SPEAKER AGENCY)
KOELHRS PRINTING
LINDA GARDNER (REFLEXOLOGY)
MASSAGE AND WELLNESS
MATTHEW PRUITT – SILENCE SHOOT (PHOTOGRAPHER)
MCNEILLY PHOTOGRAPHY (PHOTO BOOTH)
MICHIGAN SHIRT WORKS
MIDWEST COMMUNICATIONS
OLD COUNTRY CATERERS
OLIVE GARDEN
PERFORMANCE STAGING INC
PLANET X (LARGE SCALE GAMES)
POPITY POPCORN
POTTER PARK
PRESTOONS
PRO BILLIARDS
PROMOTIONS NOW
QDOBA MEXICAN GRILL
RACE SERVICES COMPANY (NEWTON TIMING AND RACE SERVICES)
RETOODUCK
ROLLING VIDEO GAMES OF MICHIGAN LLC
SHANE MARIE KING (MASSAGE THERAPIST)
SOLACE MASSAGE & YOGA
SPARTAN HALL OF FAME CAFÉ
SUNNY THE CLOWN
SWANK
TC PAINTBALL
TECHNICOLOR
THE WINDISH AGENCY
TIMEFLIES MUSIC LLC
UNDERGROUND PRINTING
VERTICAL EDGE
VIDEO TO GO
WHAT UP DAWG
WINGS FOUR INC